SWEETSPOT
OVERVIEW

A miniature high performance recessed loudspeaker

KEY FEATURES INCLUDE
❙

The Sweetspot fits naturally into rows of halogen
downlighters.

❙

Simple to install. Any DIY enthusiast or professional
installer can create simple or elaborate Sweetspot
installations and bring high quality sound to a variety
of spaces in any type of room.

❙

It is so small and versatile it can be installed into virtually
any flat and rigid surface.

❙

Waterproof and corrosion proof.
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The Linn SWEETSPOT is a very small high performance
recessed loudspeaker, perfect for indoor and outdoor
use. It is waterproof and corrosion proof, making it
perfect for marine applications, bathrooms, showers,
pools, patios - in fact the SWEETSPOT is so small and
versatile it can be installed into virtually any flat and
rigid surface. Measuring only 3.5 inches in diameter
and 5 inches deep, the SWEETSPOT unconventionally
employs a huge magnet and long voicecoil assembly
to produce accurate sound quality, high power handling
and a frequency response unmatched at this size.
The SWEETSPOT fits naturally into rows of halogen
downlighters and is simple to install. A pair of multiple
arrays can provide a wide uniform dispersion of high
quality sound from an apparently invisible source
when installed in ceilings, deck-heads - even furniture
and other suitable surfaces.
The SWEETSPOT can be painted to blend into any
surrounding and is ideal for locations not normally
considered for loudspeaker placement.
Any DIY enthusiast or professional installer can
createsimple or elaborate SWEETSPOT installations and
bring high quality sound to a variety of spaces in any
type of room.
The SWEETSPOTis attractively packaged and comes
complete with easy to follow, illustrated step-by-step
instructions and templates.
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3.5 inches in diameter.
Discreetly installed into the halogen lighting network.
Waterproof and corrosion proof making it perfect for marine applications.
Huge magnet and long voicecoil assembly produce accurate sound quality,high power handling
and unmatched frequency response for this size.
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SWEETSPOT
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

A miniature high performance recessed loudspeaker

❙
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❙
❙

Type
Frequency Response
Input Impedance
Efficiency
Recommended Amplifier Power
Drive Units
Connectors
Weight
Length
Max diameter
Install Hole Diameter
Install Panel Thickness Range
Salt Spray Test
UV Test
Finish

Panel mounted, sealed box loudspeaker
120 Hz - 15k Hz
8Ω
77 dB/Watt @1 m
20 W min 50 W max
1 unit per loudspeaker
1 pair for 4 mm2 wire max
0.33 kg/ loudspeaker
140 mm (5.5 inches)
80 mm (3.15 inches)
63.5 mm (2.5 inches)
1-19 mm (1.06 inches - 0.75 inches)
JIS Z 2371
JIS D 0205
White (paintable)

The above information is subject to change without prior notice.
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